CIRCULAR TO ALL GTA MEMBERS

This morning the Deputy Prime Minister and Minister for Health Hon. Chris Fearne together
with Superintendent of Health Prof. Charmaine Gauci announced a time line of a number of
measures that will be lifted off during the coming days and weeks. The announced
measures are listed hereunder for your information and guidance.
10 May, 2021
 Professional

sports athletes can resume training for international competitions

 Non-contact

sports can resume

 Extra-curricular
 Open

activities like arts and dance schools can resume

air markets can reopen

 Travel

between Malta and Gozo resumes without restrictions

 Restaurants

and snack bars will be able to reopen until 5pm. Not more than four
people will be allowed per table.

17 May, 2021
 Government

will announce changes in protocols for Elderly care homes to allow
more visitors for this date.

24 May, 2021
 Restaurants

and snack bars would be able to remain open until midnight

 Pools

will be able to reopen until 8pm, but no activities not tied to swimming will be
allowed

 Gyms

would be able to reopen with a number of protocols, classes will not be
allowed

 Day

centres will reopen

 Contact

sports (not team sports) for people aged 17 years and above can resume

1 June, 2021
 Opening

the Maltese Islands for tourism cautiously, bringing in tourists who had the
vaccine or who had a negative test prior to starting their travels to Malta.

 Weddings

would be able to resume with up to 100 people indoors or 300 people
outdoors, with protocols

 English

language teaching schools will reopen

 Restrictions

on mask-wearing on beaches and pools lifted

7 June, 2021
 Restaurants
 Cinemas
 Bars

and snack bars will be able to have up to 6 people per table

and theatres will reopen

and band clubs (kazini) can reopen

 Team

sports can resume without spectators

 Gaming

and betting outlets can reopen

 Contact

sports can be extended to children under 17

 Summer

schools will reopen.

We will be keeping you informed and will send you more information as soon as it is made
available.
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